The representation based on segments, continuous or discontinuous, has been used for dimensionality reduction of temporal data. This reduction is essential for the posterior process of data mining. In this work, patterns of technical analysis, like those defined in Lo et al. (2002), are used to extract the extremes to get two different representations. The first one is based on segments drawn between extremes of the patterns, STA. The second one is based on the best harmonic of the Fourier decomposition between the same extremes, FTA. Due to the subjective nature of technical analysis some parameters are considered in the process of extreme extraction and pattern selection. Once a representation is adopted, similarities between segments defined in Keogh et al. (2002) and between bands suggested by us are used for clustering and the results compared with those obtained with the Euclidean and the lower bound of the dynamic time warping distance defined in Keogh.
Introduction
With the rapid increase of stored data, the interest in the discovery of hidden information has exploded in the last decade. The focus has mainly been on classification, clustering, query by content and relationship finding. Treat data with temporal dependencies is an important problem. A time series data is a sequence of real values, each of which represents a value measured at a point in time. We can find examples of time series data in diverse sources and applications, such as stock prices and currency exchange data. There has been much recent work on adapting data mining algorithms to time series data. Algorithms that work with time series need to compute the similarity between them. Looking specifically to stock time series, technical analysis is widely used for prediction of the market. In Lo et al. [1] and in Dong and Zhou [4] , the presence and the information generated by these patterns was studied. The subsequence-matching problem was considered using patterns of technical analysis in Rafiei and Mendelzon [5] and Agrawal et al. [6] . In Gavrilov et al. [7] the authors studied many others distances to be used for mining the stock market. Distances between models generated using classical time series analysis are also used. See Kalpakis et al. [8] and Bagnall and Janacek [9] , for example.
The representations adopted in this work are a piecewise linear approximation in STA, and with the same segmentation, the best harmonic, for each subsequence in FTA, Alvarez [10] , Bloomfield [11] . The piecewise linear representation is a good technique for reducing the complexity of the raw data. Multiple segmentations algorithms have been developed. See Keogh et al. [12] , for example. For the STA and FTA representations, the segmentation is obtained via the extremes of the time series that constitute a pattern previously determined, like head-shoulder-head. This way, the segmentation used is dependent of the domain of application. An evolutionary approach has been used in Chung et al. [13] for domain dependent pattern extraction.
Representations of time series

Detection of patterns
If we need to retain what is happening in a graphic, a relatively good strategy is to remember the position of the turning points and reconnect them. It is common to think that two graphics are similar if their turning points are similar. If we assume this, we can think that two series of stocks are similar if they contain the same pattern of technical analysis. In our case, patterns of technical analysis are defined as in Lo et al. [1] ; a kernel smoother is used to smooth the time series and its first derivative to extract the extremes. When the extremes of the series that constitute some pattern have been selected a representation is adopted. Two parameters, h (used in the kernel smoother) and lgp (percentage of the time series' length used by the pattern) are definitive at the time to decide which is or not an extreme and in the selection of a certain pattern.
The representations adopted
A piecewise linear representation with k continuous linear segments is used in STA to represent the time series. It is enough to preserve the length and the left value for each segment (the right value will be seen in the next segment). In the case of FTA, the best harmonic is traced between extremes. Both are displayed in Figure 1 .
Each pattern is defined using 5 extremes, E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ,E 4 ,E 5 FTA and STA representations adopted using the extremes extracted from a series. Having a time series X with length N and a reconstruction X , two measures of reconstruction error are calculated: the relative mean error and the square of the mean quadratic error, eqn (1): A boxplot of SQME and RME calculated in the representations STA and FTA for all the databases.
Results of the pattern extraction process
The process of extreme extraction depends on the l, lgp and h considered. The h parameter used in the kernel smoother is important because it determines the neighbourhood, too large and the weighted average will be too smooth and hide the nonlinearities of interest, too small and the averages will be too variable and include lots of noise. The length of the patterns found, lgp, is also important, the more time a patterns lasts, the more reliable it is for technical analysis. For this, the average of the number of extremes and the standard deviation are evaluated for different l and h values. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the average number of extremes is dependent on the h smoothing parameter: the smaller h is, the bigger the number of extremes found, but the standard deviation is bigger. The average number of patterns found for different l, h and lgp values are also considered. Figure 5 shows that the smoothing parameter h, together with l and lgp are crucial in the pattern extraction process.
The standard deviation and the average length of segments for time series with recognized pattern are shown in Figure 6 , plotted for different lengths, smoothing parameters and minimum pattern lengths. 
Average number of extrems
Similarity measures
Similarity between time series is an area where much research has been reported. The distance used in STA is one defined in Keogh [3] . Given two segments (A, B) of the same length,
the distance between them is defined as, eqn (2) 
This distance is defined between segments of the same length so, we interpolate when they are of different lengths. The weights used are according to the quartiles of the segments' original lengths, ls , for each time series. (ls ≤ Q1 W=0.05; Q1≤ ls <Q2 W=0.1 ; Q2≤ ls <Q3 W=0.2; Q3≤ ls W=0.65).
With the FTA representation the distance used is defined between bands. A band, for each subsequence, is parallel to the corresponding segment of STA and it is traced over the first maximum and the first minimum value of the reconstruction with the best harmonic. Two bands are similar if they have the same slope and the same width. Db is defined in eqn (3): 
In Figures 8 and 9 two similar time series using Ds and Db distances respectively, are displayed.
Clustering
Algorithms for clustering similar time series are important in areas as diverse as computational biology, physics, speech recognition and econometrics. Similar time series using Db.
Clustering of time series can be used as a mechanism with three objectives: • Find stable relationships between clusters and not between individual time series.
• Find stable relationships only within clusters.
• Identifying structural similarities in the processes that generate time series. In this section the results are reported using 23 databases, excluding the databases without patterns. For each database the distance matrix for Ds, Db , Euclidean and LB_Keogh is calculated and the hclust and cutree commands of S-plus used to get five different clusters ( K = 11, 9, 7, 5 ,3 ). The clusters obtained are compared using the similarity between clusters presented in Gavrilov et al. [7] . Given two clusters, C=C 1 ,...C k and C'=C 1 ',..C k ', the similarity between them is calculated with eqn (4) :
The results obtained are better for Db than Ds, mainly when compared to LB_Keogh with optimal values for k=9, as can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . 
Conclusions
A distance between segments doesn't pick up the fluctuation of a time series between extremes. Db is defined to improve Ds: besides the parallelism between segments the width of a great smoothing, using the highest harmonic, is also considered. This way, the results obtained in the reconstruction errors of FTA are slightly smaller and in the similarities between clusters, Db is better than Ds. The process of patterns extraction is evaluated through three different parameters and the results show that lgp, l and h must be selected together and probably estimated again for a new data mining case.
